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https://internetmoney.io
http://t.me/internetmoneyio
http://twitter.com/internetmoneyio
http://reddit.com/r/internetmoneyio
https://youtube.com/internetmoneyio
https://www.bscscan.com/address/0xac5d23ce5e4a5eb11a5407a5fbee201a75e8c8ad
https://etherscan.io/token/0x0A58153a0CD1cfaea94cE1f7FdC5D7E679eCa936
https://scan.v2b.testnet.pulsechain.com/address/0x6A213989FB4C4Ea14278e9eBdA03e056dA963448/transactions
https://linktr.ee/brotherkdg


Abstract 
Internet Money (IM) was created to serve as a form of peer to peer "digital cash". The contract is simple: 
you can buy, sell, send and burn IM. Internet Money has no admin keys, no taxes, no reflections and is 
deflationary.  

Internet Money started its journey by launching on BNB Smart Chain (BSC) on November 30th, 2021. It 
currently runs on BSC, Ethereum and PulseChain testnet. You can purchase IM on BSC via PancakeSwap 
and on Ethereum via Uniswap. After PulseChain mainnet launches and IM is deployed there, current 
holders of IM will receive an airdrop of IM on PulseChain (see tokenomics for details). 

In our modern societies, most financial systems operate in such a way that those who already control the 
wealth, maintain their wealth and continue to drain more wealth from the system. Or further their wealth 
by printing more of the currency. Internet Money aims to solve this major problem that plagues other 
financial ecosystems. How? Internet Money is deflationary. Which means that less and less IM will exist 
over time. Making the IM you hold today, rarer in the future.  This feature, aims to rival inflation, the 
devaluing of your money over time. As Internet Money garners adoption, it’s possible you will have 
more buying power for goods and services with the same IM you hold in this moment. With our 
approachable branding, clean design, and deflationary nature, we believe Internet Money can see mass 
adoption in both the digital and physical worlds. Changing how humans utilize money as we know it.  

Cryptocurrency was created to be a decentralized way to interact with money. We aim to take continual 
steps towards the decentralization of every facet of the Internet Money ecosystem; because we believe 
this is the way money should be: 

No centralized entities.  
No controlling forces.  
Power in the hands of the people.  
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https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outputCurrency=0xac5d23ce5e4a5eb11a5407a5fbee201a75e8c8ad
https://app.uniswap.org/#/swap?outputCurrency=0x0A58153a0CD1cfaea94cE1f7FdC5D7E679eCa936


Tokenomics 
Distribution 
Due to the deflationary nature of IM (Buy and Burn), the total supply of each chain will decrease over 
time. 

 
BNB Smart Chain (BSC): When IM launched on BSC (11/30/2021), it started with a supply of 420 
trillion. Since then, over 415 trillion have been burned (see here). There are currently a total of 
5,280,983,154,739 (just over 5 trillion) IM tokens on BSC. 
 
Ethereum: When IM launched on Ethereum (02/02/2023), it started with a supply of 
9,846,560,365,627 (just under 10 trillion). Since then, just under 2 trillion have been burned. There are 
currently a total of 7,880,983,154,738 (just under 8 trillion) IM tokens on Ethereum. 

Current Holders:  All IM on BSC and Ethereum is in the hands of the holders. There is NO TEAM 
ALLOCATION. NO tokens reserved for development or marketing. The IM supply is truly and completely, 
decentralized. 
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100.00%

IM in the Hands of the Holders 
(This is what Decentralization Looks Like)

https://bscscan.com/token/0xac5d23ce5e4a5eb11a5407a5fbee201a75e8c8ad?a=0x000000000000000000000000000000000000dead


Distribution (continued) 

PulseChain: PulseChain is currently in its testnet phase. When PulseChain mainnet goes live, there will 
be a “system state copy” of Ethereum. Which means all of your tokens on Ethereum, will receive a 1:1 
copy on PulseChain. There are many unknowns about how copied tokens on PulseChain will “play out”. 
Here is our plan to address this situation: 

Buy and Burn  
(See T.I.M.E Dividend for more information on how economic energy to fuel the buy and burn is 
generated) 

The IM Buy and Burn is fueled by the T.I.M.E Dividend (TIME) token. The team will dedicate an initial 
amount of TIME to the Buy and Burn. Anyone will be able to contribute their TIME to the Buy and Burn. 
More details will be released soon in an upcoming version of this Blackpaper. 
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https://internetmoney.io/blackpaper


Internet Money Founders 

KG, Founder 
Crypto investor, ecosystem creator, father, husband, team leader, community builder, 
owner of a successful real estate business, philosopher and poet are some of what KG 
considers to be, his most prideful attributes. He is very active in and passionate about the 
crypto space. He believes in its ability to create financial freedom (in every aspect of the 
ideal) and is building tools to help make crypto become a part of our mainstream society; 
accessible by all.  

Don Montoya, Co-Founder 
A U.S. Army Veteran and dedicated father of four, Don has a unique blend of sales, marketing 
and project management skills based on decades of experience in the entertainment and 
construction industries. Don prides himself on his ability to start, manage, and carry large scale 
projects through to completion. Hooked since 2016 on the intricacies of the crypto space, Don 
is passionate about advancing the adoption of cryptocurrency, especially focused on privacy 
and security.  

Failure is not an option. 
The level of dedication, motivation and sincerity that exist within the IM team cannot easily be conveyed 
in words. Our drive and determination have already proven themselves. To bring our project to the point 
it is at today, countless hours have been put into it. There is no obstacle we can not overcome. We see 
only the objective, the obstacles must give way. We are committed to seeing this project manifest, to 
strengthening the PulseChain ecosystem and helping to liberate our fellow humans from oppressive 
financial systems by giving them an easy, user-friendly experience in the crypto space. We will inevitably 
face hurdles and hardships, but there is nothing that can deter us from our path. 
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No taxes.  
Deflationary. 
No admin keys. 
No reflections. 
Committed to decentralization. 
Easy to understand concept. 
Game theory to keep experts engaged. 
Amazing dev team. 
Great branding. 

*DISCLAIMERS* 
 *You must have no expectations of profit from the work of others* 
*Statements expressed in this Blackpaper represent our intentions of what we aim to develop.*   
       
         Internet Money is revolutionary.
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